FIFTH EDITION

Under
One Roof
Offering bespoke timber building solutions
to the House Build and Modular sectors

About Us

With 100+ years of timber knowledge and
expertise behind us, we pride ourselves in
being a leading timber materials supplier
and a major force in the UK timber industry.
Our customers are the heart of our business, the key
driving force behind everything we do. Our commitment to
constantly reviewing our product offer, through continually
evaluating new materials, is demonstrative of our assurance
to supply excellence in quality, a fast turnaround and a service
that’s unrivalled anywhere in the UK.
This is made possible by our large, well-stocked and
strategically located network of 18 Depots and 3
manufacturing and processing facilities which are all
supported by experienced technical sales, procurement and
quality management teams; with the primary aim to provide
the best timber and timber-based products to our customers.

VISION
To help our customers to build well, using
sustainable materials.

MISSION
To be the first-choice supplier for certified timber
and timber-based products in the UK by making
it easy for our customers to trade with us.

VALUES
We aim to stay at the forefront of our industry,
by delivering both quality and innovation
through our products and services, through our
group manufacturing facilities.

GROUP CAPABILITIES
• UK-wide coverage via 55 sites
• Circa 1,300 Staff across all sites
• Extremely strong regional and national brands
We are part of National Timber Group, the largest independent
added-value timber and distribution business in the UK, with
more than 55 sites and a combined revenue in excess of £250M.

• Deep Industry knowledge and experience
• Provide a broad range of high-quality products on short
lead times, supported by comprehensive timber knowledge
and expertise

SPECIALIST MANUFACTURING DIVISIONS
A leading provider of fire and acoustic
doors, doorsets and glazing screens for
the commercial, residential & leisure
markets.

A specialist engineered wood products
division, offering a wide range of floor,
wall and roof products - designed,
engineered and fabricated.

NATIONAL TIMBER GROUP BRANCH NETWORK INCLUDES

SCOTIA
ROOFING & BUILDING SUPPLIES
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Largest independent timber importers
in the North East servicing construction
companies, house builders / developers,
self-build and DIY enthusiasts.

An importer, manufacturer and
distributor of timber, sheet materials and
joinery products with manufacturing
capabilities and a network of branches
across Scotland.

Roofing, insulation and building materials
specialist offering roof tiles, slates,
ventilation and flat roofing products.

Importers of timber, joinery and sheet
materials across Scotland. With dedicated
sawmilling / manufacturing capabilities,
supported by a network of 10 branches
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Milton Keynes

Rainham
Croydon
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Our Products & Services

Whether you are a site developer or
a national housebuilder, our highly
experienced and skilled team of designers,
engineers and fabricators can help you
deliver your projects on time and on budget,
without compromising on quality and
performance.

EXPERTS IN PLOTTED HOUSE PACKS
We have become experts in the supply of “plotted” housepacks
in line with your own specific requirements, timescales and
building programmes. Our team of experts will help to;
• Reduce on-site materials damage.
• We’ll deliver; what you want, when you want, “Just In Time”.
• Product and design advice.
• Offering experience & expertise.

OUR OFFER

• Complete design, fabrication & delivery service.

• We offer a great range of high-quality products, backed by
expertise, and a stringent quality control service that is
second to none.

• Quick turnaround from design to delivery.

• With thousands of lines ex-stock, including a broad range of
enhanced, up-to-the-minute timber products, we can offer
next day delivery, direct to site.
• We work closely with our customers, to schedule deliveries
in line with each stage of the their build programme.
• All this is backed by additional associated services, such as,
timber treatment, laminate fabrication, routering, panel
cutting and machining.
• Our engineered timber products save build time on site,
improve thermal values and reduce health and safety risk
for all methods of modern construction.
• Offering only reliable & trusted lead-times.
• Fully Certified materials performing to UKCA, UK(NI)CE
& CE Standards (UKCA for UK, UK(NI)CE for NI and CE
required EU & NI).
• Fully Certified materials sourced from responsibly managed
forests and carry PEFC and FSC® certification.

• Large team of experienced truss and press fabricators.
• State of the art cutting and pressing machinery.
• Full technical & engineering support.
• We have a strong supply chain network offering stability
and continuity of supply to our customers according to their
build times.

OUR SECTORS
Our strength and industry knowledge comes from over 100
years’ experience in working with a varied customer base
including joiners, regional housebuilders, commercial
companies, architects, specifiers, modular build developers
and infrastructure project specialists.
As a supplier specialising in timber, sheet materials and
joinery products, with substantial warehousing, processing
and distribution capabilities, we are able to provide a broad
range of high quality products on short lead times, supported
by comprehensive timber knowledge and expertise.

DEDICATED ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
We have a team of regional account managers to ensure
each of our customers’ are looked after.
Our account management team are dedicated to
ensuring they help you from the project planning and
implementation phases, right through to completion.
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Roof Trusses
& Ancillary Items
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Roof Trusses & Ancillary Items

ROOF TRUSSES
Our impressive roofing solutions division
offers all types of roof trusses from finks and We supply whole housing schemes, individual homes
and commercial buildings such as care homes and utility
attic trusses to complex roof trusses and
buildings.
spandrel panels.

Using the very latest MiTek© software, which incorporates
the new and innovative Pamir design package, our expert
designers can design roof trusses to meet your exact
requirements. Our fleet of dedicated roof truss wagons
makes reliable deliveries across the UK.

SPANDREL PANELS
Our expert team design and manufacture spandrel panels
for both gable and party walls which can be used for timber
frame and masonry construction and are simple to install
with no complex anchorage needed.
Spandrel panels offer a significant increase to the speed of
build on site and significantly reduce the length of time at
which multiple tradesmen are working at height.
Our dedicated team design each project to comply with your
fire, sound and structural requirements to meet approved
regulations.

NYTROOF RAPID FIT SYSTEM
The NYTROOF RAPID FIT SYSTEM is far more efficient
than other roofing solutions. Working in conjunction with
specialist regional fitting teams, up to four roofs can be
comfortably fitted in one day, dramatically increasing the
speed of build.
Once delivered to your site the component panels can be
craned into position straight away. This eliminates the
handling and management of multiple products and trades on
site, reducing labour costs.
Our dedicated NYTROOF team provide exceptional support
throughout the design, fabrication and install process
including site visits, detailed packs and technical support.
We are working closely with national housebuilders to create
solutions for all house types.

UNDER ONE ROOF
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Roof Trusses & Ancillary Items

PRE-INSULATED WALL PANELS
Our pre-insulated wall panels offer significant benefits
for timber frame construction and they are an effective
alternative to steel and masonry wall structures.
With high thermal qualities compared to masonry infill
walls, they can be engineered to provide additional structural
capability.
Factory manufacture ensures a higher level of dimensional
accuracy than work on site, whilst increasing the speed of
build and reducing on site labour costs. Additionally, once
craned into position they can be clad with brick or timber
cladding as part of the building process.

ROOF AND FLOOR CASSETTES
Our roof and floor cassettes are constructed using STEICO
I-Joists with in-built lifting straps for easy transportation,
offload and installation.
We manufacture both roof and floor cassettes which are
ideal for faster build timber frame. The roof cassettes are
pre-insulated to achieve impressive thermal values as low as
0.09w/m2k.
They are fitted with a peel away cover for transportation and
protection on site and are supplied up to 14 metres long in a
range of depths from 253mm to 483mm..
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Roof windows
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Roof Windows

Roof windows with a superior specification.
Fakro roof windows are made from slow growing, close- grain
pine which is guaranteed to be knot-free and of the highest
quality. With their handle at the base of the frame, windows
provide up to an 8% greater glazing area, letting more light
into a room and making windows easier to open. Fakro
windows are available in all the sizes you would expect, even
in conservation style, and have a range of flashings for all well
known tiles and slates.
FAKRO offers two versions of roof windows developed
specifically for rooms in which high levels of humidity are
expected. FAKRO customers have the choice of either white
polyurethane coated pine or PVC (in perfect white), finishes.

Fakro - a genuine alternative
when choosing roof windows

BENEFITS OF FAKRO ROOF WINDOWS:
• topSafe® anti-burglary reinforcement.
• Automatic V40P vent as standard.
• All FAKRO standard centre pivot and top hung windows are
fully BBA accredited.
• FAKRO quadruple glazed FTT U8 Thermo has a single
glazing unit area and a U-value of 0.58W/m2K which is one
of the market leaders.
• Whether you’re looking for natural pine, acrylic coated
pine, PU-coated pine or PVC, FAKRO offers a 10-year
warranty for all windows and a 20-year warranty on glazing
units.
• The easy to use “bracket fix” installation system enables
windows to be fitted either to rafters or battens, a helpful
benefit to installers.

Available from our extensive branch network.
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Flooring systems
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Flooring Systems

ENGINEERED JOISTS
Engineered joists span longer lengths and are lighter in weight
than traditional joists. They also reduce movement and shrinkage
in new housing due to their drier, engineered properties.
We use STEICO engineered joists for our flooring design
solutions for whole housing schemes, individual houses and
commercial buildings such as care homes and utility buildings.
Together with our roof trusses, we can provide full floor and
roof packages too. Our engineered joists can be supplied with
peel clean covers.

EGGER ADVANCED STRUCTURAL FLOORING
BOARDS
EGGER PEEL CLEAN XTRA
A P5 grade chipboard covered with an easy-to-peel, anti-slip
polyethylene film. The recyclable, peel-away film helps to
prevent moisture ingress and provides an additional moisture
barrier upon completion of the floor.
Once fully fitted, can be exposed for up to 42 days.

EGGER PROTECT
Durable, anti-slip weather resistant surface layer bonded to
both sides of the board for protection against moisture ingress
for the life of the floor. A unique, anti-slip surface, even when
wet, contributing to site safety.
Once fully fitted, can be exposed for up to 60 days.

EGGER JOINT & JOIST ADHESIVE
A unique foaming action, ideal for gap filling on uneven
surfaces and joists. Five times stronger than mechanical fixings.
Helps minimise squeaks associated with fully nailed floors.
No need for joint sealing tape to cover board joints.

EGGER ADVANCED LIFETIME GUARANTEE
Our EGGER Advanced Lifetime Guarantee covers the
structural performance of your finished floor. Simply follow
the three steps of the EGGER Advanced Structural Flooring
System to benefit.
1. Select a board from the EGGER Advanced range
2. Use EGGER Joint & Joist Adhesive
3. Fit to the EGGER Advanced Structural Flooring Fitting
Guide
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Staircases
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Staircases

A staircase is often the first thing visitors see
when entering a property, so why not make
it a show stopper, as well as a structural
feature? Whether you’re undertaking a new
build or refurbishment project, our wide
staircase range is guaranteed to meet your
needs.

If you want an ultra-modern look, add a touch of metal or
glass from our Contemporary range, or invest in the Prestige
oak and redwood range for a grand entrance.

Our range of JELD-WEN staircases offers a complete solution
for residential staircases, plus we can supply communal stairs
for flats or multi-occupancy buildings, with a range that is
proven to meet the most exacting performance standards
including fire-protected timber stairs.

Due to their size and experience, handling anything from a
standard stock flight to a premium staircase built to a unique
specification comes with no fuss and no effort required on
your part.

We also have great value style flights in our Traditional
range that you can order in primed softwood, hemlock
and redwood finishes.
Adding or replacing stairs couldn’t be easier when you choose
Arnold Laver. We work in partnership with JELD-WEN, the
country’s largest volume stair manufacturer.

Available from our extensive branch network.
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Internal Doors
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Internal Doorkit Solutions

Our Doorkits are designed with ease in mind
and delivered to site, pre-machined for an
accurate fit and to allow for a simple,quick
and trouble-free installation.

BENEFITS OF USING DOORKITS IN NEWBUILD
PROPERTY DEVELOPMENTS:
• A broad range of moulded designs (other styles
available – POA).
• Standard sizes available on a short lead-time.

Our Doorkits are ideal for new build properties and,
unlike traditionally hung doors, they have all the essential
components required for immediate installation. They are
pre-machined for an accurate fit, minimising the dependence
for on-site skills, thus saving valuable time.
Doorkits can also be handed on site so no pre-order handing
information is required. As doors are fully finished, the leaves
can be installed at the end of the building process, eliminating
swelling and distortion.

UNDER ONE ROOF

• Quality manufactured door-linings, designed to
complement the door.
• Quick-fix door hinges - available in chrome.
• Mortice Bathroom Lock provided as standard.
• Accredited by the BWF Certifire Fire Door Scheme .
• Pre-machined for ironmongery, where required.
• The material used in our doorkits is FSC® or PEFC certified,
assuring you that our products are sustainably sourced.
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Internal Doorsets

Our doors are designed specifically for
internal residential applications, and are a
cost effective solution for fitting a door and
frame as quickly and easily as possible.
The doorsets are available as single doorsets or as doorset
pairs, with a wide variety of door styles to choose from.
Supplied pre-hung, with architraves, hinges, latch or lock,
door linings and door stops – our doorsets are a smart
solution designed to save time and cost whilst delivering
optimum product quality.
Internal fire doorsets options are also available with FD30 as
standard and FD60 fire rating to order.

STANDARD DOORSETS: MDF LINING

• Architrave tongue is self-adjusting to accommodate minor
inaccuracies in partition widths
• Interlocking mechanical joints for a tight, accurate fit of the
architrave
• MDF moisture resistant foil wrapped linings, stops and
architraves – pre-machined ready for installation

FIRE DOORSETS: MDF LINING OR HARDWOOD
FRAMES
• Available as FD30, 30 minute fire rating using MDF linings.
FD60, 60 minute fire rating doorsets are available in
hardwood door frames only
• Available with standard intumescent strips only, or both
intumescent and smoke seals fitted to the head and jambs of
the lining or door frame. Supplied in either white or brown

• Solid reliable fixing system through the lining into the core
of the wall

Doorsets are also available to order as
pairs. We supply these in knock down
form and handed as per your order.

UNDER ONE ROOF
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Bespoke Doorset Solutions

FIRE RATED DOORSETS
Our bespoke doorset manufacturing
capabilities provide design, manufacture and Offering fire rated door sets from FD30 to FD120 with the
capability of being a smoke controlled or self-closing door.
technical support on every aspect of door
provision. The entire process is carefully
ACOUSTIC RATINGS
controlled and monitored; from selecting
We can offer a performance range of door sets with some of
raw materials, to precision machining and
the thinnest door leaf’s available - with a choice of ratings
prompt delivery anywhere in the UK.
from 29 Rw dB to 55 Rw dB, to match any requirement.
Whether you need enhanced acoustic ratings or high-quality
fire door sets; our door set range offers exceptional sound and
fire proofing properties to fit any project perfectly.

UNDER ONE ROOF

SECURE BY DESIGN
We manufacture Secured by Design (SBD) door sets; built
to ‘design out crime’ and are UKAS tested to meet improved
safety standards, focusing on crime prevention of homes and
promoting the use of security standards for a wide range of
applications such as entrance doors in apartments and other
multi-occupancy dwellings.
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GLAZING PANELS
We produce glazing panels, to match your door sets and the
design layout. We can offer clear, obscure and manifestation
designs of glass for fire and non-fire glazed doors.

FRAMES & LININGS
We give as much importance to our range of frames as we
do our doors to ensure the door set will meet the relevant
performance standards.
The frame material will vary depending on what level of
fire protection is required but our technical team will work
with you to ensure the correct frames are specified for the
required application.
We offer a range of door linings and rebated frame sizes
which make up the frame kit, with 30 and 60 minute fire
protection options to meet UK standards.

INTUMESCENT SEALS
To achieve excellent safety and acoustic performance, we
utilise some of the best performing seals and ironmongery in
the market.
All our seals are sourced from reputable, industry-leading
organisations who produce the highest quality sealing
systems that incorporate acoustic, smoke, fire and thermal
containment, as well as accessibility.

HARDWARE
We offer a wide range of high-grade hardware for doors and
windows. Whether you’re looking for beautiful and durable
door hardware for living-rooms, bedrooms, bathrooms, or
kitchens, we are here to provide you with the best solutions.

UNDER ONE ROOF
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Finishing Touches

We know that as well as giving exceptional
performance, a doors’ appearance is
intrinsic to the overall interior design of a
space. Which is why we know it is important
to give our customers choice in delivering
those final touches such as choosing the
laminate or veneer used on their doors.
These are some of the most popular colours but others are
available so please get in touch if you can’t find what you are
looking for.

ARNOLD LAVER VENEER RANGE

NORTH WHITE
1082

NATURAL OAK

IVORY 1058

NOIR 1092

CONCRETE 1094

ANTHRACITE 1088

PORCELAIN

OAK VENEER

WALNUT VENEER

BEECH VENEER

GREY 1097

Please note that the colours in this document are as accurate as the
printing process allows. Please contact us for exact colour swatches.
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Ancillary items
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Timber & MDF Mouldings

SOFTWOOD AND HARDWOOD
Our broad range of Softwood and Hardwood mouldings are
manufactured in our own modern mills, where we use state of
the art technology and machinery.
We have over 120 standard profiles available from stock
including:
• Skirting Plinth

• Window Board

• Architraves

• Dado Rails

• Door Casings

• Hand Rails

• Linings

• Beading

MDF
We offer a core range of over 160 profiles, the majority of
which are available ex-stock.
All profiles are ‘twice primed’, whilst the MDF used in the
production of our mouldings is FSC certified.

PROFILES AVAILABLE INCLUDE:
• Chamfered and Rounded

• Ovolo

• Ogee

• Rounded One Edge

• Lambs Tongue

• Door Linings

• Dado

• Casings

• Door Stop

• Window Board

Oak Veneered MDF mouldings further expand our product
offer and can be delivered on a short lead-time. Whilst finishes
in Ash, Cherry, Beech and Walnut are all available to order.

We also offer a customised machining facility, which
allows the production of bespoke mouldings to almost
any requirement.

Available from our extensive
branch network.
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Cladding
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Cladding

We offer a single source solution for all
your cladding requirements. Ranging from
advice on materials and designs through
to installation, coating applications and
planned maintenance.
LARCH
Larch is the perfect cladding material for high-impact
commercial and public area where durable, attractive product is
required. We offer both Siberian and European grades of Larch.

ACCOYA ® WOOD
Accoya is a ‘modified wood species’ whose performance
credentials achieving Class 1 durability, dimensional stability,
resistance to mould and insects and ease in machining - with
a life expectancy externally of 50 to 60 years unprotected with
surface coatings.

OAK
Our Oak Cladding is golden brown to almost yellow in
appearance with a straight grain. It finishes well and ages to
a silvery grey finish if left un-protected. A versatile material
that is popular with architects and specifiers. It is durable and
hard-wearing.

WESTERN RED CEDAR
With its unique range of properties including workability,
performance, versatility and weather resistant characteristics,
Canadian Western Red Cedar has become the number one
choice in cladding, for architects and specifiers. Western Red
Cedar dampens sound vibrations and has superior thermal
insulation properties.

THERMOWOOD®
Thermowood® is a physically engineered timber that is
produced by specialist heat treated Scandinavian Redwood
/ Whitewood. It is this alteration in structure that results in
a more stable, anti-fungal timber ideal for use in exterior
applications.

Available from our extensive branch network.
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Cladding

HARDWOOD
We offer various durable species of hardwood suitable for
cladding, including Cumaru, Red Louro and Ipe, which are
also available as FSC®Certified.

HD Clad Pro™ composite cladding exclusively uses FSC® 100%
certified hardwood flour and recycled plastic which combine
to produce a high quality product that outperforms traditional
timber.

VIVIX® (COMPOSITE)

CLADDING PROFILES

VIVIX® is a lightweight ventilated rainscreen cladding
solution which combines excellent weather and UV resistance
properties for enhanced durability and ease of maintenance.

We produce a range of standard and bespoke profiles to suit
all applications and can offer expert advice to ensure that the
most appropriate product is specified for each project.

SOFTWOOD

CLADDING TREATMENTS

We offer a premium range of Redwood cladding which is
lightweight and easy to install and ideal for internal and
external applications. Our range includes, Sawn, Treated
(preservative or fire retardant), coated or stained.

Our timber cladding-related services include:

HD CLAD PRO
HD Clad Pro™ a low maintenance, durable alternative to
traditional timber cladding that is available in a range of
natural colours. The invisible clip fixings and trims allow
for an uncomplicated installation which will transform the
exterior of residential and commercial properties alike.

UNDER ONE ROOF

• Kilning - to provide the optimum consistency and
performance.
• Machining – we can machine to bespoke patterns to suit
your requirements.
• Fire Treatment –industrial pre-treatments to both cladding
and sub-strates, that comply with any specification.
• Premium factory applied exterior coatings, to
• Cedar Shingles - ideal for cladding the roof and side of
buildings, such as sheds, garages and summer-houses.
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Flooring
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Touchstone Flooring

Touchstone Flooring™ is a luxury interior
flooring system with a textured 3D surface
that gives the look and feel of natural wood
but without any of the disadvantages of solid
or engineered wood floorings.
Suitable for use throughout your home, Touchstone Flooring™
is waterproof, resistant to indentation and colour stable.
The boards feature an acoustic foam underlay to absorb and
suppress household sounds, making it the ideal application
for your bathroom, kitchen and living areas.
The patented one piece drop-lock installation system
eliminates the need for specialist tools, allowing an easier and
faster installation.
Matching trims and skirting are also available to give your
project a quality finish.
Touchstone flooring offers:
• A range of woodgrain and stone finish options
• Quick and smooth installation
• Compatible with underfloor heating
• Domestic and commercial use (Class 33)
• Colour fast (Grade 6)
• Realistic wood grains

Available from
our extensive
branch network.

Warranty: 25 Years Domestic Easy click installation Matching Accessories
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Elka Engineered

The Elka Engineered flooring range has
all the aesthetics of a real wood floor but
without any of the restrictions bringing the
very essence of nature into your home.
Each floor board is unique, enriched with
naturally occurring characteristics.

Elka Engineered is a truly practical product range, chosen for
its strength, flexibility of installation and overall stability.
The simplicity of its construction makes it perfect for use
in DIY projects and thanks to its strength, it can easily be
installed as a floating floor.
Elka offers board widths and thicknesses from 12.5mm up to
a structural board of 20mm thick. All floors are pre-finished
and available in a number of Lacquered, Brushed & Oiled,
Brushed Matt Lacquered and Smoked & Fumed finishes.
Available in a Tongue & Groove system or the patented Uniclic
Locking System which is a totally glueless process ensuring a
seamless joint.

All Elka Engineered floors can be sanded and refinished.
Warranty: 25 Years Domestic
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Quick-Step Laminate

A beautiful interior starts with a good
foundation and Quick-Step Laminate floors
are designed to last a lifetime.
Whatever your style, whatever your room,
Quick-Step has the perfect floor for you.

Quick-Step takes Laminate flooring to the next level with
cutting edge design and technology offering excellent
protection against scratches, stains and surface moisture.
Whether you like modern or traditional, Quick-Step offers a
wide choice of plank sizes, various types of design, a myriad
of colours and many textures and finishes.
With beauty in every detail and ease of cleaning and
maintenance, Quick- Step offers a total solution for every
room in your house.
Quick-Step’s HydroSeal technology offers a water-repellant
coating to Laminate flooring that is suitable for use in
bathrooms.
Uniclic Locking System for easy installation, even in tight
corners and under radiators.

Warranty: 25 Years Domestic
Uniclic Joint Warranty: Lifetime
100% Matching Accessories

Available from our extensive branch
network.
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Landscaping
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Landscaping

We offer a comprehensive range of
landscaping and garden products to help you
create the perfect landscape in any garden
project.

DECKING
We stock a range of lengths, thicknesses and profiles to match
any requirements. We can offer from stock:
• Composite decking.

• Anti-slip decking.

• Hardwood & Softwood
timber decking.

• Balustrades.

FENCING
We stock reliably built garden fencing that have been fully
treated for ultimate durability and are suitable for all garden
projects due to their densely packed boards which can be
fitted into existing frameworks.
• Wide range of fencing
including dBFence acoustic
barrier fencing system.

• UC3 Standard & UC4
Incised Fence Posts in
various colours and sizes.

• Gravel Boards.

• Fast Set Posts Mix.

• Feather Edge Boards.

• Panels.

• Fence Rails.

SLEEPERS
Our sleepers have endless garden or leisure applications.
They can be used as boundaries, edgings and planters as well
as distinctive raised beds and borders, decks, terraces and
walkways.
• Softwood Sleepers.
• Tanalith Treated Sleepers.

• Incised UC4 Long-life
Sleepers.

• Oak Sleepers.

GARDEN BUILDINGS & FURNITURE
We stock a wide variety of garden sheds, green houses,
furniture and log cabins that are available in many sizes to
suit your needs. Many of our products are manufactured from
FSC certified timber from sustainable sources.
• Sheds & Log Cabins.

• Garden Furniture.

• Summerhouses &
Greenhouses.

• Troughs & Planters.

Available from our extensive
branch network.
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Finishing
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Finishing touches

TIMBER FINISHING AND TREATMENT
Finishing timber is a key part of the manufacturing process;
the key to ensuring timber performs and is long-lasting
for both exterior and interior applications, is selecting the
optimum coating system for the end-use.
We offer a range of factory-applied finishes from industry
leading coating manufacturers which allows us to offer
tailored solutions, meeting customer-specific requirements
resulting in installation, finishing time and cost to be
significantly reduced. Timber machining.
These include; interior priming, exterior wood stains, interior
lacquer, exterior base-coat / top-coat, preservative treatments
and FR treatments.

PANEL AND COMPONENT MANUFACTURING
Our dedicated group production facilities can manufacture
bespoke panels and components for a wide variety of
applications. Together with out extensive range of decorative
surface and sheet materials, our panel and fabrication
facilities offers you unlimited choice and opportunities.
We can manufacture almost anything from door sets to
bespoke wall panelling, vanity units, cubicles, worktops, unit
components and frontals.
Our bespoke manufacturing capabilities allow us to focus on
our customers’ requirements and recognise that flexibility,
reliability and attention to detail are key in delivering results.

Available from our extensive branch
network.
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Your finished home
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1. Windows

6. Engineered flooring

2. Fire doors

7. Cladding

3. Roof lights

8. Staircases

4. Decking and decking accessories

9. Flooring

5. Trusses

10. Entrance Doors
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Sustainable and certified

We are committed to protecting the
environment. Our policy is to continually
improve our environmental performance,
preventing pollution and minimising the
impact of our operations.
We also strive to meet and where possible
exceed the applicable environmental
legislation. We strongly believe that it is our
corporate and social responsibility to help
preserve the world forests and promote
effective forestry management.

SUSTAINABLE SOURCING
We hold both FSC® and PEFC™ Certification and are able
to consistently provide goods from legal and sustainable
sources. All our branches have Chain of Custody
implemented, independently evaluated and certified to
provide our customers with environmental assurances.
Our certified timber products meet the UK Government CPET
approved timber procurement policy As a member of the
Timber Trade Federation we are committed to responsible
sourcing and only offer fully certified timber either PEFC or
FSC® Certified.

INDUSTRY ACCREDITATIONS

DOOR CERTIFICATION

ENVIRONMENTAL CERTIFICATIONS
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Locations
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Arnold Laver Timber World Depots

BIRMINGHAM*

BOREHAMWOOD

BRADFORD

BRISTOL

Dudley Road
Oldbury
West Midlands B69 3DA
Tel: 0121 552 7788
birmingham@laver.co.uk

Hertsmere Industrial Park
Chester Road
Borehamwood WD6 1WS
Tel: 01923 336666
borehamwood@laver.co.uk

Canal Road, Bradford
West Yorkshire
Bradford BD2 1AR
Tel: 01274 732861
bradford@laver.co.uk

Unit A,
Access 18, Third Way,
Avonmouth BS11 9YH
Tel: 0117 312 1160
bristol@laver.co.uk

CANNOCK

COVENTRY

CROYDON

HULL

Unit 29 Navigation Way
Hawks Green
Cannock WS11 7XU
Tel: 01543 302450
cannock@laver.co.uk

Unit C1
Grovelands Industrial Estate
Longford, Coventry CV7 9ND
Tel: 02476 26 3900
coventry@laver.co.uk

69 Imperial Way
Silverwing Industrial Estate
Croydon CR0 4RR
Tel: 0208 241 5400
croydon@laver.co.uk

Crowle Street
Hull HU9 1RH
Tel: 01482 761220
hull@laver.co.uk

KIDDERMINSTER

LEEDS

LONDON

MANCHESTER

Firs Trading Estate
Oldington Lane,
Kidderminster DY11 7QN
Tel: 01562 66557
kidderminster@laver.co.uk

Pontefract Road
Leeds, West Yorkshire
LS10 1SW
Tel: 0113 270 4086
leeds@laver.co.uk

124 New Road
Rainham, Essex
RM13 8RS
Tel: 01708 529500
london@laver.co.uk

Liverpool Road
Cadishead, Manchester
M44 5BZ
Tel: 0161 777 9000
manchester@laver.co.uk

MILTON KEYNES

NEWCASTLE

PETERBOROUGH

READING

Unit 2 Roebuck Way
Knowlhill
Milton Keynes MK5 8HL
Tel: 01908 802670
miltonkeynes@laver.co.uk

Wagonway Road
Hebburn, Tyne & Wear
NE31 1SP
Tel: 0191 428 6666
newcastle@laver.co.uk

Unit 12 Kingston Park
Flaxley Road, Hampton
Peterborough PE2 9FT
Tel: 01733 742140
peterborough@laver.co.uk

Basingstoke Road
Reading, Berkshire
RG2 0QN
Tel: 0118 975 1100
reading@laver.co.uk

SHEFFIELD CENTRAL

SHEFFIELD MOSBOROUGH

THORNABY

Little London Road
Sheffield S8 0UH
Tel: 0114 255 7341
sheffieldcentral@laver.co.uk

Oxclose Park Road North
Sheffield S20 8GN
Tel: 0114 276 4800
sheffield@laver.co.uk

Robson Avenue
Teesside Industrial Estate,
Thornaby
Stockton-on-Tees TS17 9LS
Tel: 01642 751139
thornaby@laver.co.uk
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Under
One Roof
e: newbuild@laver.co.uk
t: 0114 2764830

laver.co.uk

